Semi-automatic segmentation of prostate in CT images via coupled feature representation and spatial-constrained transductive lasso.
Conventional learning-based methods for segmenting prostate in CT images ignore the relations among the low-level features by assuming all these features are independent. Also, their feature selection steps usually neglect the image appearance changes in different local regions of CT images. To this end, we present a novel semi-automatic learning-based prostate segmentation method in this article. For segmenting the prostate in a certain treatment image, the radiation oncologist will be first asked to take a few seconds to manually specify the first and last slices of the prostate. Then, prostate is segmented with the following two steps: (i) Estimation of 3D prostate-likelihood map to predict the likelihood of each voxel being prostate by employing the coupled feature representation, and the proposed Spatial-COnstrained Transductive LassO (SCOTO); (ii) Multi-atlases based label fusion to generate the final segmentation result by using the prostate shape information obtained from both planning and previous treatment images. The major contribution of the proposed method mainly includes: (i) incorporating radiation oncologist's manual specification to aid segmentation, (ii) adopting coupled features to relax previous assumption of feature independency for voxel representation, and (iii) developing SCOTO for joint feature selection across different local regions. The experimental result shows that the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in a real-world prostate CT dataset, consisting of 24 patients with totally 330 images, all of which were manually delineated by the radiation oncologist for performance evaluation. Moreover, our method is also clinically feasible, since the segmentation performance can be improved by just requiring the radiation oncologist to spend only a few seconds for manual specification of ending slices in the current treatment CT image.